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of rustic clamour the town-noises ascended like voluble dust
blending with aerial orchestration.    "Dorchester's one of the
most interesting towns in England," he said to himself.   "It'll
be a wicked thing if I don't do justice to it in Mary Chan-
wing"
With this thought in his mind he fell into a muse over the
various strata of social life that the place revealed, level upon
level of quaint traditional differences between man and man,
and all receding further and further backward, as he pursued
them, into the customs of the remote past.
He had discovered already that to divide the citizens of
Durnovaria into upper class, middle class, lower middle class,
and proletariat, was a crude and inadequate way of dealing
with the town's complicated organism.   Each of these classes,
the deeper he went into them, divided themselves into much
subtler categories.    How delicately, for instance, the town's
professional people, its lawyers, doctors, clergymen, bankers,
and so forth,  separated themselves  from the  neighbouring
county families, to whom in a few cases they were allied by
blood!    How unmistakable was the gulf between the great
Dorsetshire landowners, with their immemorial manor houses
and parks,  and the less wealthy gentry,  who yet regarded
themselves, and were regarded by others, as "county people"!
Dud had come to be more and more amazed at the way, as
if the tragic levelling of the war had changed nothing, as if
the cataclysmic phenomenon of Russia on the horizon had
changed nothing, the old feudal distinctions held on, held
tight, to their deep roots in that populous soil.   The respectful
manner in which the humbler of these Durotriges, children
at school, labourers going to work, men "on the dole," old
men with pensions, touched their caps to him as he passed
them down there on the river-path, many of them dressed
far more neatly than he was himself—for Wizzie was not one
to trim him up or spend much time sewing on buttons—often
made Dud feel nervous and ashamed*
What had a nameless bastard like him, with a mere trick
of book-writing, done for these patient people, to receive such
honour? It must have been lodged in their blood, like a secret
unescapable chemistry, this respect for a "gentleman," even
for such an extremely dubious "gentleman" as himself!
It must, he thought, be the automatic issue of countless

